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The Idea: • GridSweep forces a tiny, low-frequency (1 Hz to 40 Hz) signal onto the grid by 
amplitude modulating a 1-kW resistive load plugged into any 120-V outlet.

• GridSweep then measures the grid’s voltage response at another 120-V 
outlet, then extracts the parts-per-billion signal from the background noise.

• The goal is to create a novel, low-cost method for revealing and quantifying 
grid stability.

• The project will help identify vulnerabilities specific to sub-synchronous 
disturbance frequency and control loop parameters, informing grid operators 
where nascent instabilities need to be curbed or monitored.

GridSweep: Active Measurements of Electric Distribution Systems



GridSweep: Active Measurements of Electric Distribution Systems

• Create a completely new class of active grid 
instrumentation for situational awareness.

• Apply data techniques for ambient noise 
analysis and small-signal extraction.

• Characterize bulk grid inertia, generator 
control loop parameters, frequency-specific 
grid response and location-specific load 
dynamics live in situ.

• Demonstrate a synchronized GridSweep
network with geographic correlation.

• Support rapid adoption and deployment 
with open source tools.

Project 
Objectives:



Source Stimulus Measurement
devices

Measurement 
resolution

Noise extraction 
method

1980s- Chief Joseph 
Brake

1 GW 
impulse Fault recorders 1000 ppm  

0.1% None

2015- Grid Thumper 1 MW 
impulse microPMUs 10 ppm    

0.001%
Time-synchronous 

demodulation

2022- GridSweep 1 kW
swept sine GridSweep 100 ppb  

0.00001%

Single frequency
vector-synchronous 

demodulation

Comparison of active grid probing methods



Instrument noise floor, ppb



Extracting GridSweep signal from noise: Vector Synchronous Demodulation

Noise Signal Measurement

GridSweep uses signal averaging to increase 
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)

Instead of real-value average, we use phasor average 

In GridSweep we control:
signal frequency and
signal phase, relative to GPS

Measurements are also locked to GPS

“Constant phase angle” of signal enables phasor average 
to extract signal at parts-per-billion (ppb) levels

Illustration by Mohini Bariya



Can you really see probing on the grid?  Grid Thumper signal propagation, 2019 data

Experiment demonstrates that small signals can be propagated through the bulk grid:
Impulsive 1-MW Grid Thumper “thumps” at source, 1.2-second intervals
Path from source to sensor: approx. 80 km (50 mi), of which 30 km is on bulk grid

480V → 6kV → 120kV →  230kV → 115kV → 24kV → 120V

Just a demonstration: Thumps are broad-spectrum, i.e. low energy at any one frequency, 
and sensor is microPMU, not designed for low-noise use

Measured result at sensor:



2021: GridSweep instrument design & construction completed

Functional firmware, software complete
(continuing development on user interface)



UL Certification complete!

Certification includes both the GridSweep
instrument and the manufacturing facility.



Ready for manufacturing and safe deployment

UL listed – reasonable and prudent regard for safety
• GridSweep instrument itself
• GridSweep documentation
• GridSweep manufacturing location

FCC – complies with U.S. emissions and immunity requirements
CE – certified for deployment in European community

• Safety regulations
• Emission and immunity regulations
• Documentation regulations
• End-of-life disposal regulations

GridSweep® instrument design is now ready for legitimate 
deployment in offices, warehouses, etc.



2022: Production of 10 GridSweep instruments complete



10 GridSweep instruments – production complete



Probing with GridSweep 

Photo: Paul Ortmann, Idaho Power

Amplitude modulation of a load with precisely known frequency and phase
allows synchronized probing with multiple instruments, different locations



Probing with GridSweep 

Photo: Paul Ortmann, Idaho Power

Amplitude modulation of a load with precisely known frequency and phase
allows synchronized probing with multiple instruments, different locations



Early validation: Detect probing signal at the same outlet

180° phase shift inserted every 30 seconds:
Yellow – GridSweep 60 Hz AM probing current
Blue – GPS 30-second timing pulse



Detect probing signal at different house, same transformer 



Feb 2022: 8 GridSweep instruments deployed at Idaho Power
3 instruments deployed as probes (1kW on each phase), probing at 9.7 to 30.7 Hz
5 instruments deployed as sensors at various distances



Feb 2022: 8 GridSweep instruments deployed at Idaho Power
Many puzzles in 81 GB of data...



GridSweep Experiments at Idaho Power, March-April 2022 

Range Compare ability to detect signal versus electrical separation 
between probe and receiver

Sweeping Compare signal strength at different frequencies, 8 min each

Probing duration See how detection algorithms perform when given different lengths 
of probing episodes, which informs how long we need to probe for

Baseline Observe waveform for 24-hour continuous point-on-wave (CPOW) 
data without probing

Targeted probing Explore distinct peak near 25 Hz from earlier sweeping experiment

Frequency alternation Compare signal strength at different frequencies correcting for 
changing noise environment

Inverter test Probing at constant frequency while turning 50-kW solar inverter on 
and off at hourly intervals



Coming soon: GridSweep probing in Hawai’i 

How will the CPOW and probing 
data look different on an island 
grid with very high-penetration 
solar?

Image: RevoluSun



Early test data accessible on PingThings’ PredictiveGrid via the 
National Infrastructure for Artificial Intelligence on the Grid  ni4ai.org

Coming soon: CPOW and probing data from 5 GridSweep receivers in Idaho experiments
For more information, please contact Sascha von Meier: vonmeier@berkeley.edu

GridSweep data on ni4ai
Ask us about accessing and 
studying GridSweep data

http://ni4ai.org/
mailto:vonmeier@berkeley.edu






Bulk Grid Stability and Security
• Determine appropriate response to low damping ratios 
• Inform dynamic transfer capability limits for bulk transmission; remedial action schemes
• Prepare to actively mitigate threatening oscillations, while recognizing benign ones
• Perform certain classes of white-hat cyber-physical attacks, and prototype defenses against them
System and Device Models
• Confirm/correct grid stability models with empirical measurements
• Calibrate the response curves of in-situ PT’s and CT’s to increasing harmonics
• Measure and validate synthetic inertia; provide observability of inverter-based generation
Control
• Improve interactions between traditional generator droop controls, and modern inverter controls
• Measure hidden control-loop parameters of inverters, individually or in aggregate
• Inform inverter control settings to prevent inadvertent common-mode failures and loss of generation 
• Inform management strategy for controllable loads, such as EV chargers
• Provide hard-data rationale for inverter interconnection limits if and when necessary

Possible future applications of GridSweep Ask us about using 
GridSweep in your 
research project



Questions?

alex@mceachern.com

vonmeier@berkeley.edu

mailto:alex@mceachern.com
mailto:vonmeier@berkeley.edu

